
 
 

 

  

Abstract— In this paper we address the turning maneuver 
technique for a quadruped robot with only the hip pitch and 
the knee pitch for each leg, and explore characteristics of the 
mediolateral reaction forces experienced by the robot legs 
during the stance phase.  We propose a turning strategy based 
on the translation of the hip-knee joint space towards the 
deepest flexion point. Such a translation can cause the robot 
body inclination in the roll plane, and consequently, result in 
the changes of the mediolateral reaction forces. In particular, 
we investigate the mediolateral reaction forces during straight 
walking and turning. Simulation results reveal that the lateral 
and medial reaction forces during turning differ strongly from 
those during straight walking in terms of the frequency used 
and peak force magnitude. That is, the dominance of the lateral 
or medial reaction forces in frequency and magnitude 
contributes forces and torques requisite for the turning 
maneuver.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
To simplify the mechanical system, and to facilitate the 

control, the quadruped robots are generally designed to have 
limited degrees of freedom (DOFs) for each leg, rather than 
like their biological counterparts. Typically, at least three 
DOFs for each leg are considered, including hip yaw, hip 
pitch, and knee pitch, and the hip yaw is generally used to 
cope with turning maneuvers. There have been a great 
number of quadruped robots, such as the Stanford KOLT [1], 
[2], Tekken [3], [4], SILO4 [5], [6], Sony AIBO robot, and 
the LittleDog and BigDog designed by Boston Dynamics 
Incorporation, etc., most of which contain at least three 
DOFs per leg. In general, the moving direction of the 
quadruped robot can be changed using the hip yaw.  

Some researchers, however, have been exploring the 
quadruped robot with one or two DOFs in each leg, allowing 
the simple mechanical structure, low effective cost. Scout II 
[7], [8] has one actuated hip pitch joint and one passive 
compliant prismatic joint per leg, and the turning is 
implemented based on differential torque application 
between left and right legs. We are developing a quadruped 
robot, each leg of which contains only one hip pitch joint and 
one knee pitch joint, both of which are in the sagittal plane. 
Fig.1 is the prototype of the quadruped robot FROG-I at our 
laboratory, which has four pitch-pitch type legs. Still, 
FROG-I possesses one passive compliant prismatic DOF at 
each toe. 
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Turning maneuvers of the quadruped robot with 
pitch-pitch type legs have not yet been comprehensively 
investigated. In addition, the turning dynamics of quadruped 
robots, especially the mediolateral reaction forces, have 
remained poorly characterized in the literature to date. The 
goal of this paper is to develop the turning strategy for the 
quadruped robot with the pitch-pitch type legs, and to 
compare the mediolateral reaction forces during the stance 
phase of straight walking and turning.  

 
Fig.1. Prototype of the quadruped robot FROG-I, which has one hip pitch 
joint and one knee pitch joint per leg, and each leg still possesses one 
passive compliant prismatic joint at the toe. 

II. MEDIOLATERAL REACTION FORCES 
The biological evidences suggest a turn, in terms of 

dynamics, involves at least two impulses [9], [10]: (1) the 
force impulse that deflects the direction of the velocity 
vector of the center of mass (COM) to a new direction, and 
(2) the torque impulse that rotates the body align with the 
new direction of motion. It is well known that mediolateral 
reaction forces contribute the majority of force and torque 
impulses for a biological turn.  

Similar to the biological locomotion [11], [12], the leg of 
the quadruped robot pushes down on the ground to incur the 
ground reaction force (GRF), equal in magnitude and 
opposite in direction to the force exerted by the leg. The 
GRF is comprised of three components: vertical, fore-aft 
(breaking and propulsive), and mediolateral (medial and 
lateral) forces, as shown in Fig.2a. In particular, mediolateral 
reaction forces are crucial for turning maneuvers of 
quadruped robots. Here, LF, LH, RF, and RH denote the left 
fore, left hind, right fore, and right hind legs, respectively. 
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In this paper, we define the left-pointing medial or lateral 
reaction forces as positive forces, and the right-pointing 
medial or lateral reaction forces as negative forces. That is, 
the sign definition of the mediolateral reaction force is 
relative to the robot itself. Fig.2b depicts the sign definition 
of the mediolateral reaction forces. 

 
Fig.2. Ground reaction force (GRF) in a quadruped robot. (a) Vertical (V), 
fore-aft (F/A), and mediolateral (ML) components of GRF encountered by 
the left fore leg (LF). (b) Orientation of the mediolateral reaction forces.  

III. TRANSLATION OF THE HIP-KNEE JOINT SPACE 

A. Hip-knee Joint Space 

We define the hip-knee limit joint space kneehipJ − as  

,|),{( upperLimitlowerLimitkneehipJ θθθϕθ ≤≤=−  

}upperLimitlowerLimit ϕϕϕ ≤≤             (1) 

where ),( ϕθ  is the configuration point in the leg 

configuration space, lowerLimitθ and upperLimitθ  are the lower 
bound and the upper bound of the hip pitch joint angle, 
respectively, lowerLimitϕ and upperLimitϕ  are the lower bound 
and the upper bound of the knee pitch joint angle, 
respectively. 

Likewise, the minimum and maximum joint angles 

minθ and maxθ of actual hip pitch motion, and the minϕ and 

maxϕ of actual knee pitch motion comprise a subset 

of kneehipJ − , denoted as motionJ and expressed as  

,|),{( maxmin θθθϕθ ≤≤=motionJ  

}maxmin ϕϕϕ ≤≤                     (2) 

Note that motionJ  can be adjusted (e.g., translated 

in kneehipJ − ) during motion, while kneehipJ −  is generally 
fixed because of the fixed mechanical structure of the hip 
and knee. For the quadruped model shown in Fig.3, 

kneehipJ − and motionJ  of the fore legs (LF, RF) are 
illustrated in Fig.4. 

For this quadruped model, the joint spaces of the hind legs 
(LH, RH) are in the second quadrant (not shown in Fig.4), 
diagonal symmetric about the origin of ϕθ − frame with 

those of the fore legs. For convenience, we only discuss the 
hip-knee joint spaces of the fore legs in this paper.   

During straight walking, the left legs and the right legs 
have the same flexion and extension, which means that 

motionLFJ  (i.e., motionJ of LF) and motionRFJ (i.e., motionJ of 

RF) are coincident in kneehipJ − (Fig.4a). motionLHJ  (i.e., 

motionJ of LH) and motionRHJ (i.e., motionJ of RH) are 
coincident as well. Additionally, in terms of the joint 
actuator and dynamics, the relatively extended leg posture is 
preferred during locomotion, which suggests motionJ should 
approximate to the fullest extension point. 

 
Fig.3. Joint axes assignment for the simulated quadruped model used in our 
study. The corresponding parameters are listed in Table I. 

B. Translation of the Hip-knee Joint Space 

In kneehipJ − in Fig.4, it is clear that when hip pitch angle is 
increased and the knee pitch angle is decreased, the leg tends 
to flex. On the contrary, when hip pitch angle is decreased 
and the knee pitch angle is increased, the leg tends to extend. 
Points ),( upperLimitlowerLimitE ϕθ and ,( upperLimitF θ

)lowerLimitϕ  denote the fullest extension and the deepest 
flexion of the leg configuration, respectively.  

Therefore, the leg tends to extend when motionJ  is 

translated towards the point E , and the leg tends to flex 
when motionJ  is translated towards the point F . Fig. 4b 

indicates a translation of motionRFJ towards the point F by 

RLθΔ along axis−θ  and by RLϕΔ  along axis−ϕ , 
respectively. We define the translation 
as T

RLRL
LF
RFT ],[ ϕθ ΔΔ= . Here, RLθΔ and RLϕΔ  are 

signed magnitude of the translation. The result of the 
translation of a configuration point ),( RFRFRFP ϕθ is a 

new configuration point 'RFP , calculated as 

TPP LF
RFRFRF +='                                 (3)  

As mentioned above, motionRFJ and motionLFJ are 

coincident before translation. Again, note that motionLFJ is 

not translated and remain the same. That is, RFP = LFP , 
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substituted into (3) to yield the following: 
TPP LF

RFLFRF +='                                 (4)  
Equation (4) is the description of the configuration point of 
the right fore leg relative to that of the left fore leg. That is, 

TLF
RF is a translation mapping used to describe motionRFJ  in 

terms of motionLFJ . Similarly, we can define TLH
RH , TRF

LF , 

and TRH
LH .  

 
Fig.4. Illustration of the hip-knee joint space. (a) The same hip-knee joint 
spaces of LF and RF, and (b) a translation of the hip-knee joint space of RF 
towards the deepest flexion point F. 

C. Dynamic Changes Caused by Translation of the 
Hip-knee Joint Space 

The translation of motionJ  towards the deepest flexion 
point F , described above, can result in the relatively flexed 
leg posture. The pair of flexed legs on one side (inside) of the 
body and the pair of relatively extended legs on the other 
side (outside) of the body would cause the robot body 
inclination towards the inside legs in the roll plane. The body 
roll inclination can produce significant changes in the 
quadruped dynamics, as listed here: 
1) The body roll inclination results in the adequate 

adjustment of the mediolateral reaction forces on legs, 
which would change the locomotion direction and 
cause a turn to the inside legs. More is discussed in the 
following sections. 

2) The GRF of the flexed inside legs has a relatively 

greater moment arm compared with the relatively 
extended outside legs. Again, the body roll inclination 
leads to the greater weight distribution among the 
flexed inside legs relative to the extended outside legs. 
Consequently, the flexed inside legs experience 
relatively higher moments than the outside legs.  

3) The relative stride to the ground of the inside legs is 
reduced because of the large amplitude of leg flexion, 
and that of the outside legs is relatively larger, if the 
inside legs and the outside legs have the same hip pitch 
motion angles and the same knee pitch motion angles. 
Therefore, the walking speed of outside legs becomes 
larger than inside legs if the inside legs and the outside 
legs have the same angular velocity.  

IV. SIMULATION METHODS 
The quadruped model, as illustrated in Fig.3, used in our 

simulation, consists of the body and four legs. Each leg 
includes the thigh link, connected to the body by the hip 
pitch joint, and the shank link, connected to the thigh link by 
the knee pitch joint. The toe is designed as a hemisphere and 
is expected to provide a good approximation to a point of 
support. The size is 0.95m in length and 0.62m in width. The 
total weight of the robot is 35.0Kg. The physical parameters 
are listed in Table I. 

 
The simulation is based on our previous works, and 

performed on the platform of MCS/ADAMS and 
MATLAB/Simulink. We have presented a mathematical 
model to generate trajectories for both hip and knee joints. In 
our model, the knee joint is integrated with the hip joint into 
the central pattern generator (CPG) model, and the duration 
of the stance phase and the swing phase can be adjusted by a 
selector [13]. We define the hemisphere toe and the flat 
ground that are in contact, and use ADAMS/Solver 
Velocity-based Friction Model for contact friction force 
calculation, and the Compression-only Nonlinear 
Spring-damper for one-sided impact force calculation. The 
typical parameters used in our simulation are listed below. 
1) For Velocity-based Friction Model 

stiction transition velocity sv =100mm/s 

TABLE I 
PARAMETER VALUES OF THE QUADRUPED ROBOT MODEL 

Parameter Value 

Body length ( l ) 0.95m 

Body width ( d )  0.62m

Thigh length ( tl )  0.35m 

Shank length ( sl )  0.42m 

Thigh inertia  ( tI *)      4.69 × 10-3kgm2 

Shank inertia ( sI *)     7.21 × 10-3kgm2 

Total weight 35.0kg 

*Moment of inertia perpendicular to the axial direction of the thigh or 
shank link. 
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friction transition velocity dv =1000mm/s 

static friction coefficient sμ =0.8. 
2) For Compression-only Nonlinear Spring-damper 

stiffness coefficient K = 410  
damping coefficient C = 310  
damping ramp-up distance d =0.1mm 
trigger for displacement variable 0q =0.0mm 
In our simulation, the robot performs three travels with 

trot gaits over flat terrain, denoted as travels A, B, and C, 
respectively, and each travel lasts for 100 seconds. Each 
travel includes straight walk, a right turn, and a left turn, as 
illustrated in Fig.5.  

Fig.5. Time periods and walking patterns for travels A, B, and C, 
respectively. The term “transition” here refers to the walking pattern change 
from straight walking to turning or vice versa. 

To perform a right turn, motionLFJ  and motionLHJ of left 

(i.e., outside) legs are kept unchanged, while motionRFJ and 

motionRHJ of right (i.e., inside) legs are translated towards 

the deepest flexion points by TLF
RF and TLH

RH , respectively. 

Here, TLF
RF and TLH

RH are typically set to equal in absolute 
magnitude, considering the symmetric configuration of the 
fore and hind legs as shown in Fig.3, so TLH

RH = - TLF
RF . 

Likewise, for a left turn, we define the translation of 

motionLFJ and motionLHJ  by TRF
LF  and TRH

LH , respectively. 

For fore legs, lowerLimitθ and upperLimitθ are set to 0.0deg and 

55.0deg, respectively, and lowerLimitϕ and upperLimitϕ are set 
to -50.0deg and -10.0deg, respectively. For hind legs, 

lowerLimitθ and upperLimitθ are set to -55.0deg and 0.0deg, 

respectively, and lowerLimitϕ and upperLimitϕ are set to 10.0deg 

and 50.0deg, respectively. For straight walk, minθ and maxθ  
of fore legs are set to 0.0deg and 20.0deg, and those of hind 
legs are set to -20.0deg and 0.0deg, respectively. minϕ  

and maxϕ of fore legs are set to -18.0deg and -10.0deg, 
respectively, and those of hind legs are set to 10.0deg and 
18.0deg, respectively. For turns, TLF

RF  and TRF
LF are set as 

Table II.  

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Fig.6 illustrates the COM trajectories in the horizontal 

X-Y plane. As can be seen in Fig.6, the right turn and the left 
turn are implemented using the proposed approach. Due to 
the different amount of turning time (see Fig.5), the turn 
angles are also different for travels A, B, and C.  

Fig.7 demonstrates the sequence of screen captures of the 
locomotion in travel-A. 

Fig.8 and Fig.9 show mediolateral reaction forces 
experienced by each leg in travel-A during straight walk 
(from 0.0s to 5.0s) and during the right turn (from 20.0s to 
26.0s), respectively. Some observations on characteristics of 
mediolateral reaction forces associated with straight walking 
and turning from our study are discussed as follows:  
1) During both straight walking and turning, legs 

experience both lateral and medial reaction forces 
during the stance phase. Furthermore, in our robot 
model, legs experience lateral reaction forces during 
the large early portion of the stance phase, and 
subsequently experience the medial reaction forces 
during the small late portion of the stance phase. This 
implies that the pushing-in posture is firstly adopted for 
a relatively long duration time, followed by the 
pushing-out posture for a short duration time 
throughout the stance phase. 

2) During straight walking, legs encounter approximately 
even magnitude (about 75.0N) in lateral and medial 
peak reaction force levels (Fig.8), suggesting no lateral 
or medial dominance in terms of force magnitude. 
During turning, however, legs show significantly 
different lateral and medial peak reaction forces, 
discussed in 3). 

3) For a right turn with trot gaits, lateral reaction forces of 
the diagonal legs RF and LH are observed most 
frequently and they are significantly higher than medial 
reaction forces (Fig.9 RF, LH). This indicates that the 
leg pushing-in posture is the most dominant for the 
inside fore leg (i.e., RF for a right turn) and the outside 
hind leg (i.e., LH for a right turn) during turns. 
Additionally, the inside hind leg (i.e., RH for a right 
turn) shows the greater medial peak reaction force than 
lateral peak reaction force (Fig.9 RH).  

4) The majority of torque impulses for the right turn are 

TABLE II 
VALUES OF  T  USED IN THE SIMULATION 

 
Straight  walk 

( TLF
RF = TRF

LF ) 

Right turn 

( TLF
RF ) 

Left turn ( TRF
LF ) 

A [0.0, 0.0]T [25.0, -22.5]T [25.0, -22.5]T 

B [0.0, 0.0]T [23.0, -21.5]T [23.0, -21.5]T

C [0.0, 0.0]T [27.0, -24.5]T [27.0, -24.5]T 

1. The value unit is degree. 

2. TLH
RH = - TLF

RF , TRH
LH = - TRF

LF  
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generated by both the diagonal pair of dominant lateral 
reaction forces of RF and LH, and the diagonal pair of 
medial reaction forces of LF and RH. However, the 
diagonal pair of lateral reaction forces of LF and RH 
produces the torque against the turn direction. 

5) The hind leg is dragged over the ground during swing 
phase as the robot moves forward (Fig.8 LH, RH, and 
Fig.9 LH, RH). The leg-dragging may be induced by 
the complex coupled dynamics of the quadruped robot. 
Furthermore, the leg-dragging during turning becomes 
larger in magnitude compared to during straight 
walking, especially for the inside hind leg (i.e., RH for 
a right turn) (Fig.9 RH). 

 
Fig.6. COM trajectories for travels A, B, and C, respectively. Each travel 

lasts for 100 seconds and uses different walking patterns, see Fig.5. 

 
Fig.7. Sequence of screen captures of the quadruped locomotion in travel-A, 
including straight walk, a right turn, and a left turn. 
6) One interesting observation is that mediolateral peak 

reaction forces during turning do not become greater, 
even become less, than those during straight walking in 
terms of force magnitude. However, it is currently 

unclear whether the adoption of flexed leg postures 
causes the decrease of the mediolateral peak reaction 
forces.  

 

 

Fig.8.  Mediolateral reaction forces in straight walk (from 0.0s to 5.0s) with 
trot gaits in travel-A. The straight walk is followed by a transition (from 
5.0s to 15.0s) to a right turn, see Fig.5. 
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Fig.9. Mediolateral reaction forces (from 20.0s to 26.0s) in a right turn 
(from 15.0s to 45.0s, see Fig.5) with trot gaits in travel-A. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a turning strategy for a quadruped 

robot with the pitch-pitch type legs, and the simulation 
results demonstrate that the proposed turning strategy can 
generate the turning motion and the transition to and from 
the straight walking. Particularly, we evaluate the 
mediolateral reaction forces during straight walking and 
turning of the quadruped robot with trot gaits. Simulation 
results indicate a preference for the lateral reaction forces 
(leg pushing-in) for the inside fore leg and the outside hind 

leg during turning, both in frequency used and peak force 
magnitude. On the other hand, the inside hind leg shows the 
greater medial peak reaction force (leg pushing-out) than 
lateral peak reaction force. Whereas the outside fore leg does 
not show a preference for pushing-in or pushing-out during 
turning. These observations can facilitate the mechanical 
design and the control of tuning maneuvers for quadruped 
robots. Further work involving the in-depth exploration of 
turning dynamics is required to provide a real-time turning 
controller for the robot FROG-I.  
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